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Abstract: Millions of comments are sent day to day on internet, and there are many hidden pernicious 

comments in these contents. Manually identifying and detecting pernicious content in these comments 

are nearly impossible task. There is a need to use Machine Learning techniques to identify or to detect 

pernicious content present in their comments. Not only that there is a need to categories them in 

different levels like toxic, severe toxic, obscene, threat, insult, and identity-hate. 

 

Thus, we address the task of automatically detecting pernicious comments in user generated texts. 

Predicting the comments contain any pernicious content or not. Also listing them into different labels. 

 

The Challenge of Automatically Detecting of pernicious comments on huge set of Commented Data; 

and also classifying them into six different pernicious labels; like (toxic, severe toxic, obscene, threat, 

insult, and identity-hate) using various Machine Learning models or algorithms will be definitely 

beneficial to our social community. 

 

Various Machine Learning algorithms BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 

Transformers), CNN, Bi-gram and K-fold cross validation is being applied; then the result is compared 

with its efficiency and accuracy; reports will be generated. 

 

Keywords: BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers), CNN - convolutional 

neural network, KNN- k nearest neighbour, k-fold cross validation, NLP – Natural Language 

Processing. 

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Internet is the biggest platform to represent individuals’ skills. And Most of the website provider facilitate of 

commenting on commenting on their product or service. However, there is chances that someone use 

abominable language in his/her comments; cyber-bullying, homosexual attacks, offensive words, abusive 

words and hateful language in comments.  

These stuffs impact very negatively on social media. Individual product/service selling businesses, or young 

generation or even society community receives negative impact.  This kind of work must need to be avoided, 

detected and removed by Comment service providers. 

But Detecting “Manually”; “pernicious comments” present in Comment or not, is too tedious and nearly 

impossible task in this current fast immerging era. Thus, requires techniques of Machine Learning algorithms 
[1] to detect and report about its presence. 

we have use Machine Learning models (BERT, CNN, K-fold cross validation) to Data Set obtained online. 

Analyse their result and report to classify comments into six different categories [2] like: toxic, severe toxic, 

obscene, threat, insult, and identity-hate. Also, measing algorithm’s accuracy and losses. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

our research is focused on supervised learning model; here training data will be fed to Machine Learning 

model; BERT is used to pre train model. Then also evaluating their result to print the confusion matrix and f1 

score, precision and recall, accuracy. later generating report of that.  

 
[Figure1 : Methodology] 

In the following diagram; we have represented steps of sequences that are followed to comment classification. 

 
[Figure2: Steps of Methodology] 

 

4. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGY:  

o Programming Language & Version: Python 3.9 

o Open-Source Software Distribution: Anaconda3 

o IDE: Pycharm Community Edition 2023 

o Libraries: Pandas, Numpy, Scipy, Matplotlib, NLTK, Sklearn, Tokenizers, Pytorch 

o Technology: AI 

o AI Backend model training framework: Pytorch 

Machine learning algorithms can only make accurate predictions by learning from previous examples. For 

that Dataset must be obtained and trained well for this purpose. The Dataset is downloaded from Kaggle.com 
[2]. Python is mostly used by developers and data scientist who work with machine learning models. 

Pandas: The Pandas library is very robust piece code and having various advantages. 
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NumPy: NumPy is a python package. It is mainly used for scientific and numerical computing. NumPy is a 

conjunction of two words, “Numerical” and “Python”. It is very well famous for data scientists and analysts. 

It has great efficiency (run time speed) and support wide range of array operations. 

Matplotlib: Matplotlib is also a python library. It is used to create 2D graphs and plots. It has module “pyplot” 

which makes easy plotting, line styles, font attributes, axes formation etc. It supports huge variety of graphs 

and plots. It is used for generally drawing - histogram, bar charts, power spectra, error charts etc. It can use 

NumPy environment as well. It can also plot graphics. 

NLTK: NLTK is most popular in education and research. It has led to many breakthroughs in text analysis. It 

has a lot of pre-trained models and corpora which helps us to analyse things very easily. It is an excellent 

library when we require a specific combination of algorithms 

Sklearn: SkLearn is an open-source data analysis library, and the very popular for Machine Learning (ML) 

in the Python system. Key concepts and features include: 

PyTorch: PyTorch is open-source machine learning framework for Python. It is mostly used for developing 

Machine Learning and Deep Learning models. 

Pycharm: PyCharm is a dedicated Python Integrated Development Environment (IDE). It provides a wide 

range of tools for Python developers. It has integrated and convenient environment for Python programs, web, 

and data science development. 

Anaconda: Anaconda is fast and convenient environment. Having significant advantage is ease of 

installation. Installing packages and libraries are easier. Below are other advantages of using anaconda. 
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5. TRAINING PLAN SEQUENCE:  

 

 
 

[ Figure 3: Training Flow Sequence] 

 

• Pernicious Comments (DataSet): Dataset will be obtained from Kaggle.com. Data Set is pre 

classified into toxic, sever_toxic, obscene, threat, insult, identity_hate. 

 

• Load Dataset in AI pipeline using Pandas:  

We have loaded our dataset using pandas; here we have used pandas.read_csv() function.  

code to load dataset: 

import pandas as pd 

df = pd.read_csv('train.csv') 

 

• Apply the number of classes and their names to classify the pernicious category with their 

accuracy:  

Here, to classify the pernicious categories with their accuracy in Python, I have used a classification algorithm 

“Logistic Regression”. 
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• Pre-process and filter the invalid or null records from the dataset:  

Once the dataset is loaded into a framework using padas.read_csv(); it is important step to pre-process and 

filter the invalid and null records. Thus, Pre-processing and filtering invalid or null records from the dataset 

is very important step in data cleaning and preparation activity. Here, we have used following methods for 

this task: 

 

Isnull() : used for checking for null or missing values in dataset. 

Dropna() : to drop the rows and columns containing missing and null values. 

To_csv() : to save pre-processed and filtered dataset in to a new CSV file. 

Once; the pre-processing is done; We are ready with perfect dataset for further processing. 

 

• Load the initial weights to the BERT Model:  

Usign PyTorch library I have loaded initial weights into a BERT model. BertModel and BertConfig modules 

are also used to set up configuration. 

 

Once Model is configured; load_state_dict() is used to pre-trained weights. 

and finally torch.load() loads weights into model. 

 

BERT: BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers) is very popular pre-training model 

for NLP. It was developed by Google in 2018.  BERT is pre-trained on a huge set of text using a masked 

language modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP) objective. NSP is the model trained to predict 

whether two sentences are consecutive or not. 

 

• Apply NLP techniques to tokenize the words and generate vectors:  

NLP techniques “tokenization” and “vectorization” are very important for NLP tasks. These techniques play 

crucial role in text classification, machine translation, sentiment analysis, and named entity recognition.  

 

Tokenization: This process breaks the text into individual tokens, such as words, sentences or phrases. These 

are further processed by other NLP techniques in text classification. Here each token is assigned a weight that 

represent its importance in degerming the category of the text. 

 

Vectorization: This process represents each token as a vector of numbers. It is necessary because it makes 

machines to work with text data. By representing text into vectors; machines can perform mathematical 

operations on the vectors. Vectorization is critical in NLP tasks because it makes machines to learn from the 

data and make predictions. 

 

Efficiency: Tokenization and vectorization techniques reduces the amount of data needed to process, so as a 

result it significantly improves the efficiency. By converting text into individual tokens; later representing 

each token as a vector; AI models focus on only the important information in the text also ignores irrelevant 

details. Thus, Training time is reduced “Faster training” as well as accuracy is also improved. 

 

• Generate the tensors for the input data:  

 

In text classification, generating tensors for given data is converting text data into a numerical representation. 

This representation is faded into a machine learning model. Tensors are multi-dimensional arrays. These 

arrays hold numerical data and are commonly used in ML. 

 

• Train Model with 100 Epochs:  

 

Training a ML model with epochs is involving “iterating over the entire training dataset multiple times”. Each 

iteration on the training dataset is called an epoch. During each epoch or iteration, the model updates its 

weights on the basis of the loss between the “predicted output” and the “actual output”. Using 100 epochs, I 
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make model to learn more thoroughly from the training data. As a result, it leads to improved performance on 

the test or validation data. 

 

To make model learns more efficiently balance between underfitting and overfitting is also considered. 

Training the model with too few epochs can place in to underfitting, due to this model is not able to learn 

enough. While, On the other hand, training the model with so many epochs can bring to overfitting [11], where 

the model memorizes the training data and performs badly on new data. Overfitting also increase 

computational cost. So, important to keep a balance between underfitting and overfitting.  

 

• Apply the Activation and Optimizers to reduce the error rate and loss of the model:  

 

In ML, Activation functions and Optimizers are used to reduce the error rate as well as loss of a model during 

training.  

 

Activation functions: we have used Activation function is Sigmoid [12]. This is used to introduce non-linearity 

into the output of (NN) neural network [15]. Sigmoid is applied to the output of each neuron in the network; 

and it transforms the input into the output.  

 

Optimizers: we have used Adam Optimizers here. It updates the weights of NN during training. And 

minimizes the loss between the predicted output and the actual output.  

 

In ML text classification goes through defining the model, compiling model, training the model, evaluating 

the model, and applying activation function and optimizer [17] during training. as a result, it reduces the error 

rate and loss of the model. Provides better performance on the new data.  

 

• Save and dump the model:  

 

In ML, saving and dumping model is refers to process of keeping trained model to disk. So, it can be loaded 

and used later on. With the use of python libraries, we have saved and dump the model. Standard library for 

these is pickle.  

 

Dumping the model: Dumping is referring to exporting the trained model. 

 

6. TESTING PLAN SEQUENCE:  

 

 
[ Figure 4: Testing Flow Sequence] 
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• Input data:  

Provide new comment by running our model and input comment into the model. Also observe the pernicious 

content predicted by the model. 

 

• Pre-process the input data:  

Lower case conversion, removal of non-text elements like URL, removal of all punctuation and brackets. 

removal of abbreviations, remove repeated letters like Sooooooo gooooood to so good, remove special 

symbols like @, #, $, removal of unnecessary white spaces, removal of NA or Empty elements. 

Thus, making each comment clean for processing. 

 

• Load the Saved Model:  

We have loaded the saved model, and it can be achieved in following way: 

Here we have used "pickle" library to save and load models. pickle.load() method is used to load model. This 

method returns instance of saved model. And this instance is used to predict on new data. 

 

• Classify the pernicious comment classes:  

The model is classifying new given data into percentages of pernicious classes. Here our model is classifying 

comments into toxic, sever toxic, obscene, threat, insult and identity hate. 

 

7. KEY FEATURES OF WORK:  

 

AI 

Technique 

AI 

Algorithm 

Activation 

function 

Optimizer Backend Model 

Training Framework 

Multi Class 

Classification, 

K-fold cross 

validation 

Binary 

Cross 

Entropy 

Sigmoid Adam Pytorch 

[ Table 1: Key Features of work] 

 

• K-fold cross validation: 

 

K-fold cross-validation is a popular technique used in machine learning to best performance of a model on 

new dataset. It does partition the dataset into K equal-sized folds, thus called “k-fold”, and then training and 

evaluating the model K times. 

 

Here are some steps for K-fold cross-validation: 

Partition the data: the original dataset is split into K equal-sized folds. The general value of K is taken as 5 

or 10. 

 

Train the model: Once the dataset has been partitioned, next step is to train the model K times. In each cycle 

(iteration), use K-1 (previous) fold for training the model and use the remaining folds for testing the model 

and get performance. 

 

Evaluate the model: After training, next is evaluate its performance on the test set. Measure the model's 

performance in terms of accuracy or F1-score or mean squared error. 

 

Repeat steps “Train the model” and “Evaluate the model” K times. Then do average of the performance 

metrics generated in each iteration, and obtain a final estimate of the model's performance. 

 

Assess the model: After the completion of the K-fold cross-validation process, the estimated performance 

metrics used to assess the model's performance [20]. 
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The main advantage of using K-fold cross-validation is that it gives us a precise and more accurate estimation 

of the model's performance on new unknown data; compare to traditional hold-out validation techniques. 

 

8. LIST OF FIGURES: 

 
[ Figure 5: Data set] 

 

 
[Figure 6: comments classified into multiple labels] 
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[Figure 7: Number of comments in each label] 

 

 
[Figure 8: Correctly classified comments ration] 

 

 
[Figure 9: Incorrectly classified comments ration] 

 

 
[Figure 10: Input comment and its result] 
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[Figure 11: Classification of new input comments] 

 
 
9. CONCLUSION: 

This study focused on the development and evaluation of a machine learning-based system for pernicious 

comment classification. The objective was to design a model capable of automatically detecting and 

classifying offensive comments in online platforms, aiding to promote safer online environments. 

Throughout the research process, we have observed many findings. First, the utilization of BERT, a state-of-

the-art transformer-based model, proved to be highly effective in capturing intricate contextual information 

within the comments. BERT's pre-training on large-scale text enabled the model to grasp complex linguistic 

and improve the accuracy of classification. 

The implementation of BERT with PyTorch, a popular Machine Learning framework, provided a powerful 

and flexible environment for training and fine-tuning the model. The flexibility of PyTorch allowed for 

seamless integration with other libraries, such as NLTK. These preprocessing steps were crucial in enhancing 

the model's understanding of the comment, and improving classification performance. 

The training process involved BERT with the pernicious comment dataset allowed the model to learn from 

contextual patterns related to harmful language usage. The evaluation of the proposed classification model 

was conducted using standard evaluation metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. 

Additionally, techniques like cross-validation and confusion matrix analysis provided the model's 

performance across different categories of pernicious comments. The results demonstrated a high level of 

accuracy and effectiveness in identifying harmful or offensive comments, showcasing the potential for real-

world application. 

 

In conclusion, this research presents a comprehensive of machine learning techniques for pernicious comment 

classification, specifically saying BERT, PyTorch, and NLTK. In addressing the challenges of identifying 

harmful comments. The deployment of such a system should consider potential and carries ethical 

implications.  

Additionally, future research could focus on exploring ways to improve the model's performance on specific 

subcategories of harmful language and expanding the model's capability to detect and classify new types of 

pernicious comments. 

 

In summary, the developed machine learning-based pernicious comment classification system utilizing BERT, 

PyTorch, and NLTK showcases the potential for creating safer online spaces. It is hoped that this research will 

inspire further advancements in the field, leading to the development of robust and scalable solutions to tackle 

the challenges associated with harmful online contents 
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